Integration Information
PLE 1 KS393 (ICDDR,B 2011) In VCR between VCA0462 and VCA0463 KS510 (ICDDR,B 2009) In VCR between VCA0462 and VCA0463 KS409 (ICDDR,B 2010) In VCR between VCA0462 and VCA0463 KS396 (ICDDR,B 2011) In VCR between VCA0462 and VCA0463 KS398 (ICDDR,B 2011) In VCR between VCA0462 and VCA0463 KS400 (ICDDR,B 2011) In VCR between VCA0462 and VCA0463 KS401 (ICDDR,B 2011) In VCR between VCA0462 and VCA0463 (ICDDR,B 2009) In VCR between VCA0441 and VCA0440 KS515 (ICDDR,B 2009) In VCR between VCA0441 and VCA0440 KS39 (ICDDR,B 2009) In VCR between VCA0441 and VCA0440 PLE 4 MJ-1236 (Bangladesh, 1994 In VCR between VCA0491 and VCA0492 B33 (Mozambique, 2004) In VCR between VCA0491 and VCA0492 PLE 5
O395 (India 1965) In VCR between VCA0481 and VCA0480 A50 (Bangladesh 1963) In VCR between VCA0481 and VCA0480 A57 (India 1980) In VCR between VCA0481 and VCA0480 A68 (Egypt 1949) In VCR between VCA0481 and VCA0480 A111 (N.I 1990) In VCR between VCA0481 and VCA0480
